
 

Foster the teamwork

Social technologies allow enterprises to break

communication barriers and give a voice to their

employees. Studies have shown that the companies

that are committed to their employees are more

profitable; obtain more productivity and less rotation.

Here you will see how social technologies go beyond

allowing simple conversations, providing employees

with the tools they need to drive a positive change in

the enterprise.

 

 

 

  

Social working environment

Social media is going from being a desirable tool to being a need for work. At the same
time, our working nature develops and calls for new types of tools that will enable
connection, sharing capabilities and organization across locations, teams and devices. The
amount of non-routine work is increasing, and therefore employees need to have easier
access to knowledge, information and right insight from all corners of the organization, in
order to make faster and better informed decisions. Read more.

 

 

 

  

Benefits and keys of the Social Enterprise

Enhance employees' commitment create more productive teams, a connected
organization, and foster customers’ loyalty. Understand deeply the commercial benefits of
social tools and how to use them. Read more.

 

 

  

"The workers' appetite for social tools is increasing"

A survey carried out by Microsoft among 9.908 IT workers in 32 countries, revealed that
almost half of the employees think that social tools at work help them increase their
productivity, but over 30% of enterprises underestimate the value of these tools and often
limit their use. Read more.

 

 

 

https://profile.microsoft.com/RegSysProfileCenter/wizardnp.aspx?wizid=aa58c2ac-92bc-4652-9047-2d226bfc5149&lcid=58378
http://www.microsoft.com/enterprise/it-trends/social-enterprise/articles/The-workplace-is-flat-Social-tools-unifying-the-workplace.aspx#fbid=oqDsIJmWa4d
http://www.microsoft.com/enterprise/it-trends/social-enterprise/articles/Four-benefits-of-enterprise-social-and-five-key-ways-to-start-using-it.aspx#fbid=I1bfO3xC6zE
http://www.microsoft.com/enterprise/it-trends/social-enterprise/articles/Global-Survey-Across-32-Countries-Shows-Worker-Appetite-for-Social-Tools-is-Increasing.aspx#fbid=I1bfO3xC6zE


  

Social tools in the workplace.

See the following infographic to learn in detail the results of the survey carried out by
Microsoft in Latin American countries about the increase in the use of social tools in the
workplace. Enter here.

 

 

 

  

Enterprise Social roadmap update

Read about the next setps of the integration of Yammer in Office 365. Read more.

 
 

 

 

  

Leap forward towards a social and collaborative environment. Attend the online Yammer
event. Social collaboration and productivity, where experts will teach you how this network
powers the team work. Read more.

 
 

 

 

  

Manhattan

"When we launched Yammer, it was really a revolution to evolution for us. Everybody is
now connected; everybody is participating and motivated to use this tool. And it was so
clear after the first 2 months of use that this type of collaboration was here to stay" See
video.

 

 

 

  

Nationwide

"Before we brought in Yammer we were a company that was really traditional in terms of its
working platforms (..) And what you see with the advent of this technology is an
opportunity to really use collaboration as a way to engage the organization and not only in
a short period of time making better decisions". See video.

 

 

 

  

Red Robin

"When you take great care of your team members, you know that they will take great care
of your guests. That why we chose Yammer, where we can support them and we can
provide that additional support for issues that we didn’t even know that they were having.
We have a culture that truly values team members and truly values their voice. And Yammer
has been a very important tool of us to give everybody a voice”. See video.

 

 

 

     

http://www.microsoft.com/enterprise/it-trends/social-enterprise/articles/Social-Tools-in-the-Workplace-Infographic.aspx#fbid=I1bfO3xC6zE
http://blogs.office.com/b/sharepoint/archive/2013/03/19/yammer-and-sharepoint-enterprise-social-roadmap-update.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/enterprise/es-xl/event/default.aspx#fbid=_NA7fzQevMN
http://www.microsoft.com/ES-XL/showcase/details.aspx?uuid=48ffb28a-c2f0-45a2-b534-fc2750156e9d
http://www.microsoft.com/ES-XL/showcase/details.aspx?uuid=48ffb28a-c2f0-45a2-b534-fc2750156e9d
http://www.microsoft.com/ES-XL/showcase/details.aspx?uuid=337d1583-d67d-47d1-880f-0cfbbe75678e
http://www.microsoft.com/ES-XL/showcase/details.aspx?uuid=9ff14f14-ab88-4011-b74c-ab32299403b4
http://www.microsoft.com/ES-XL/showcase/details.aspx?uuid=0c4b6d22-c028-45e6-8af5-d0a391d2b06a
http://www.microsoft.com/ES-XL/showcase/details.aspx?uuid=f6dd73ce-300d-43ef-9450-7a18d32abf75
https://profile.microsoft.com/RegSysProfileCenter/wizardnp.aspx?wizid=aa58c2ac-92bc-4652-9047-2d226bfc5149&lcid=58378

